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Tiny Wings for PC is one of the simple games built around controlling a tiny bird but you will be
surprised how soon you will be addicted to play this lovely game. The tiny bird has charmed
thousands of game lovers and is really giving a run for the now famous angry birds!

Though the game of Tiny Wings PC is simple to understand but to acquire mastery it requires
focused effort. The green tiny bird is controlled by you and the bird unfortunately has very tiny
wings. That makes it sort of disabled to fly normally! It is a challenge to make the bird fly across all
the dangerous paths and the darkness. All the maneuvering has to be accomplished by just one
button operated by just one finger. The algorithm of the birdâ€™s flight and the response to your input
requires such a fine understanding of physics of its flight that even a slight mistake will make the tiny
bird fall in to dumps! It requires you to figure out the exact moment you must launch the bird to flight
or land. 

The Tiny Wings game was developed by developer Andreas Illiger. The spiraling popularity of the
game made the fans to demand to get the Tiny Wings for PC version also. The game which was
available on Android and of course iOS, could not be played without Android based smartphones,
tablets or Apple devices. But thanks to BlueStacks App Player, it is now possible to enjoy the game
on your PC also. BlueStacks App Player is a free download program that allows you to download
Android apps and games like Tiny Wings PC on your PC.

BlueStacks App Player acts as intermediate program that can host android based apps and games
on personal computers, majority of which run on Microsoft Windows. Once you download and install
the App Player, it will allow you to run any android applications without the need of Android based
devices. You can be sure that with this application on your PC you can enjoy hundreds of popular
android games and apps on your PC.
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